CAMP ANDREW RUSSELL
GUIDELINES FOR THE USE BY MEMBERS
Please abide by all the conditions on the signs at the park.

All War and Peacekeeping Veterans plus their families and guests can use the camp. Guests must be accompanied
by a Veteran.

Camping fees apply at $5 per day per vehicle. Please place money in safe provided.

A Camp kitchen with gas stove (donation for gas used), potbelly for warmth, and running water (to be used sparingly),
bathroom block with toilets and shower are available for your use. To use donkey make sure there is water in the
header tank and light ﬁre under the boiler using a small ﬁre only. The hot water will be ready to use in about 15 to 20
mins.
If access is needed to the camp kitchen etc please contact these numbers and you will be given a code and
instructions:
Ron and Evelyn Pitt Ph: 0883814415 Mob: 0456616588
Bev and Tony Moody Ph: 08883841920 Mob: 0417824872
Phil and Jill Scroop Ph: 0883836381 Mob: 0418833516
Or the Vietnam Veteran’s Federation Ph: 82964411

Camp Sites are available at any time within the Camp Andrew Russell area.

Generators are to be shut down at 2300 hours unless needed for medical reasons. The generator supplied can be
used and is to be reﬁlled each morning. Please allow 10litres ULP to reﬁll it for the next user as there is no camp
caretaker on site.
The generator powers the ablutions block and the camp kitchen.
Personal generators or other power source will be needed to supply power to your caravan or tent.

Fire extinguishers are located in the camp kitchen and the generator shed.

Dogs are allowed as long as they are under control by their owners.

Firewood is supplied. Please do not cut any fallen timber or standing trees unless instructed to do so by a member
of the camp.

Water is a valuable resource so please use as sparingly as possible. Three minute showers, please.
The tank water behind the camp kitchen is suitable to drink but, to be on the safe side, it can be boiled before use.
The tap over the kitchen sink has a high ﬂow at night, because the pump is powered by the generator, at other times
the ﬂow is slower.

Prior to departure make sure that:
The area is clean
All camp equipment is returned to it’s right place and secured.
Make sure generator fuel tank is ﬁlled and turned off at the fuel cock and ignition switch is turned off at the On/Off
switch.
Lock all buildings.

Please remove all rubbish on departure. The nearest rubbish tip is in Loxton. Cans and bottles can be left, if you wish,
in the container made available.

ALL FIRE BANS FOR OPEN FIRES MUST BE OBSERVED.

We hope that you enjoy your stay at Camp Andrew Russell
Please sign our visitor’s book and let us know what you think.

